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1-Electronic thermostat
2-Fan shield
3-Light switch

SC-240JBL/300JBL/340JBL

(Model SC-300JDL)



children do



product

take note of the storage period 
recommended by the manufacturer



This product has top display light canopy and inner light. (Some cabinets of this
series have not lamp in canopy.) The canopy and inner light is controlled by the
same light switch which is on the fan motor board in the back of cooler. The
canopy light can highlight your advertisement logo on the top.

Replacement of the canopy light (Suitable for the cabinet which has the lamp in
canopy.)



A1   Temperature adjust -
A2   Temperature adjust +

B     Temperature display 
C D  Temperature adjust 

E      Lock
F      Temperature running indicator

Applicable to SC-240JBL/300JBL
340JBL family

 Function instruction
Start using
Plug in, the display screen is lit and unlocked. The temperature display B shows 
the actual temperature of the cooler.

Display lock / unlock function 
In the locking state, press both A1 and A2 buttons for 3 second at the same time
the lock can be released and the temperature can be adjusted. In the unlocking 
state, press both A1 and A2 buttons for 3 seconds at the same time, or not press
any button within 30 seconds, the temperature will be locked again, the lock icon 
will be lit up. Pressing the button of A1 and A2 at the same time can swift the 
state of locking and unlocking

When the display screen flashes F3, it means sensor failure, please contact the
after-sale service to repair it. The display screen will stop flashing F3 after the 
problem was removed

Gear adjustment 
In the unlocking state, press A1 or A2 for more than 1 second, the gear can be 
adjusted. Press A1 to reduce and press A2 to increase. the gear can be set 
between 0-8 circularly. The system will remember the setting and lock if there 
is no operation within 5 seconds after setting

Power off memory 
This product has the function of power off memory, the instantaneous working 
state of the power off will be remembered. The product still work according to 
the setting state before the power off  when it turn on again.

The default temperature of the refrigerator is set to 5℃ , and the electronic 
temperature control is only applicable to the model of SC - 240/300/340JBL with 
electronic temperature controller.

Electronic thermostat Temperature adjustment 




